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Abstract: The main objective of this paper is to
have a best association between customer and
organization. This project is proposed in order to
discover knowledge from huge amount of data and
to use the data efficiently because of great demand.
Banking is the most commonly used application for
financial section. In which, Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) model is most widely used in order
to cost control, accounting and e-business &
analyses. The order of the customers are routing
automatically to the next department when one
department finishes their work of the customer’s
order and each department have access to the single
database that holds the customers new order.
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) model
is responsible for receiving the request and
responses to the customers quickly and directly.
The request includes queries, complaints,
suggestions, and orders. These requests are
forwarded to inner view ERP through query
generator. In this paper, we proposed a model that
integrates the customer queries, transactions,
databases and all other specifications used in ERP
Systems, then use data mining techniques to
integrate decision making and forecasting. Using
ERP characteristics, data gathered from central
database are in cluster format which is based on
action taken against the queries generated by
customers. Later the clustered data’s are used by
Apriori algorithm to extract new rules and patterns
for the enhancement of an organization.
Keyword: CRM Model, ERP model, Data Mining,
Data Clustering, Rule-Base.
1. Introduction
Most of the companies use an ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning) system in order to improve the
core competency. Functionalities of all the business
in an organization are integrated into a single
system to do the particular needs of various
departments and to share the information
effectively [1].customer management will be
described by CRM model. CRM is process
oriented, technological, capability –oriented,
strategic perspective [2]. ERP system is most
widely used in financial section which adds many
functions from Financial, Relation management,

Production, Distribution, E-Business & analyses [6].
CRM model is responsible for receiving request and
sending responses to the customer.
2. Literature Review
Customer Relationship Management (CRM), is
examined especially in customer behavior and customer
profiling. Then we describe the general overview of
most common data mining techniques. Data mining
techniques can extract respectable knowledge from the
large customer's database and customer behavior
evaluation is done to improve business performance [1].
Using the ERP database, data mining application is
applied to evaluate the best result for the growth and
establishment of a company. It integrates the database,
customer queries, transactions, and all other
specifications used in ERP systems, use data mining
techniques to integrate decision making and forecast
flows. By using ERP’s characteristics, data from central
database in cluster format are gathered based on the
action taken against the queries generated by the
customers. Furthermore, Apriori Algorithm is used to
extract new rules and patterns for the enhancement of
an organization [2, 3].
Apriori algorithm minimizes the number of candidate
sets while generating association rules by evaluating
quantitative information associated with each item that
occurs in a transaction, which was usually, discarded as
traditional association rules focus just on qualitative
correlations [6]. The proposed approach reduces not
only the number of item sets generated but also the
overall execution time of the algorithm. Apriori
algorithm gives solution with higher optimized
efficiency while comparing to other algorithms [4].
Some key problems related to these applications of Data
Mining are discussed in the CRM [5].
3.

ERP-CRM Model

The ERP-CRM model clearly describes how to
solve the business problems. In the proposed model,
automatic response is generated for the customer query.
Customer request is directly forward to the concern
department for the assessment and positive response.
After statistical analysis and evaluation of the request,
the response is directed to the corresponding customer
and its feedback will be saved in the database for the
futureenrichment.
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3.3 Knowledge Rule-Base Conception
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All kinds of queries from customers to
corresponding department in ERP are saved in a
central database. Knowledge rule base consists of
historical data collected from various bank, data’s
selected from the customer query and generation of
rules. Among several data mining techniques,
Apriori algorithm gives more accurate prediction.
The customer queries are clustered and confidence
level is set and does pattern matching with the
historical data using rule-base in order to generate
most accurate solution.
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3.1 CRM Model
CRM Model is responsible for receiving and sending
requests and responses to the customer directly. These requests
include queries, complaints, suggestions and orders are
forwarded to the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) through
the query generator. After taking corrective action automatic
response generated will be forwarded through the CRM
Model. These transactions will be saved in the database for
knowledge rule-base conception.
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3.2. ERP Model
In this ERP model, request from the customers are
sent to corresponding department for further evaluation. Each
department has equal access to a single database that holds
the customer’s data or complaints.
For example a customer want to purchase any product
will apply for a product through the customer support
department (CRM Model) and the request will be forward to
the sales department (ERP Model) and sales department will
check the payment status in the database and will forward the
same request to

BANKING

Fig. ERP Model

4. Data Mining using Apriori Algorithm
Data mining (DM) is a technology by which useful
hidden information is found out and extracted from
large database, in order to assist decision-maker to
search the possible connections among data and
discover t he possible factors. The DM belongs to
the field with high value of application in the
database research and integrates database, artificial
intelligence, machine learning, science of statistics
and other theories & technologies in several fields.
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The DM is applied to the commercial banks’ CRM
mainly in the following ways in DM:
i.
ii.
iii.

Means of Classification
Data Clustering
Apriori Algorithm

4.1 Data Clustering
Data clustering is to categories the
department of set of customer queries. Some set of
numbers are described for each department. This is
to identify the customer query belongs to which
department. Some queries belong to more than two
one department. These queries are sent to both the
department. Fig. 3 shows that cluster analysis of
gathered customer queries.
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Fig.4 Cluster Evaluation graph

4.2 Apriori Algorithm
The Apriori Algorithm is a prominent algorithm for
mining frequent item sets for association rules.
Apriori is designed to operate on databases
containing transactions (for example, collections of
queries from customers, or details of a website
frequentation). Classification using association
rules combines association rule mining and
classification. It is concerned with finding rules that
accurately predict a single solution. In association
rule mining, various new rules found can be
updated in Rule base. Apriori Algorithm is suitable
to compute the rules and patterns and predict for
any organization to improve the customer
satisfaction. An association rule is "strong" if its
confidence value is greater than a user-defined
threshold. The association rules are created by
combining each large item set with each of its
subsets. The Apriori algorithm is an efficient
algorithm for finding all frequent item sets. It
implements level-wise search using frequent item
property and can be additionally optimized.

any bank atm card
facility

3

atm queries

The Apriori algorithm used is given below.

procedure for
additional loan amount

2

personal loan

Lk: Set of frequent item sets of sizek(with
minsupport)
Ck: Set of candidate item set of size k
(potentially frequent item sets)
L1 = {frequent items};
for (k = 1; Lk !=Ø; k++) do
Ck+1 = candidates generated from Lk;
for each transaction t in database do
increment the count of all candidates in
Ck+1 that are contained in t
Lk+1 = candidates in Ck+1 with min_support
return Ù k Lk;

Fig. 3- Data Enhancement

Cluster Evaluation graph for the above Fig.3 is
shown in Fig. 4.
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CUSTOMER'S
QUERY

CATEGORIES

SOLUTIONS

then it do pattern matching with the predefined
queries that are present in the database. If any
matches occur then its corresponding solution
will be automatically generated to the Customer
using CRM Model.

cheque deposit

You may deposit a cheque at any of
the SBI Branches or at any SBI ATM
Centre. Kindly use the cheque
deposit slips available at the Branch /
ATM Centres.

who can apply
for personal loan

personal loan

salaried individuals,self employed
professionals,existing customers.

options for
repayment
tenures

repayment of
loans

over a period of 12 to 60 months

services or
facility available
at atm

Rule 1: Object List ={ 3,2,1 }; No. of objects = 3;

atm queries

account info,cash deposit,bill
payment,mobile vochers,mini
statement,account enquiry

maximum loan
amount
eligibility

personal loan

upto 15 lakhs

cheque deposit

local-inward 275 outward
100,outstation 250

For Query 2, If loan, personal, apply has object
number 5,6,7respectively, then rule for query2 is as
follows

way to deposit
cheques

cheque return
charges
document
required for
change in
signatory

documents
required

Customer Instruction signed as per
existing sign rule

maximum cash
withdrawal limit

atm queries

RS.10,000/TRANSCATION

interest rate for
personal loan

personal loan

14% to 18%

beginning of first
payment of loan

repayment of
loans

month after the loan distribution

turn around for
outstation
clearing of
cheque

cheque deposit

3 to 4 weeks

any bank atm
card facility

atm queries

available

Sample Rules:
If cheque, deposit, way has object number 1, 2, 3
respectively, then to match query1 in Fig. Rules for
query one is as follows.

It can match in any order. If it matches then its
corresponding solution will be generated.

Rule 2: Object List = {5,6,7}; No. of objects = 3;
It can match in any order. If it matches then its
corresponding solution will be generated.

6. Conclusion
The CRM in commercial banks has become a
priority tool for banks to carry out various
personalized services as a novel operating
mechanism aiming at improving the relationship
between banks and customers.
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